Johny Johny,Monopoly
Beat: 当妮走了 by artist 徐真真
Lyrics: Justin aka JC
Hook 1:
Robber Barons, Monopolies.
Assembly Line, Time in Motions.
J.P Morgan, Carnegie.
Rockefeller, Vanderbilt.
Verse 1 :
US Emergence of its modern history
It’s the beginning of 20 century
We have the creation of Assembly line
the method’s efficiency is fairly high
division labor and standard part
it makes the mass production seems never hard
now we have ay the Lizzie Magie
play the Landlord’s game vs Monopoly
silver brown steal
goes by Andrew Carnegie
he built the empire of the steel industry
one of my friend named Andrew too
Andrews all so smart but I call him Anduolo
Let’s talk about the J.P man
This guy he got a banker dad
however he likes to take the risk
electricity makes his more succeed
Hook 2:
Muckraking, trash news
Journalism, News paper
Jonny Jonny, yes papa
Too much oil, too much railroad
Verse 2
The man who discovered oil is Rockefeller
Poor kid poor family but he’s a big baller
Challenge the status of Vanderbilt
Doing oil business doesn’t need his help
Conninus who is the king of railroad
He drives other business man into no hope

However one day sun is gonna fall
He is the first one who is really getting old
World War One light up by assassination
Fourteen point made by Woodrow Wilson
After that we have all kinds of acts
Sherman Antitrust and Child Labor act
no more working children and monopoly
Now all these changes shows Vulnerability
Dawes Act is the assimilation
This really makes people think
Hook3:
They come, they go
some money, some flow
They come, they go
some money, some flow
Robber Barons, Monopolies.
Jonny, Jonny
Anduo, duolo
Honestly everything has a one place to be
Ellis and Angel island are where they come in
Escaping Jews and Europeans
40 percent come from Ellis island.
Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882
All the Asians ain’t got job to do
Immigration Act of 1917
there is literacy test
and the arrival taxes
Don’t forget one last thing
we are living in this lovely state
Valentine's Day is never for me
Happy birthday of Arizona State

